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from 3.986 A. at 0 ° C. to 3-975 A. at the  lowest temper- 
ature reached before the second transit ion occurs in the 
neighbourhood of - 9 0  to - 1 0 0  ° C. (see Fig. 1). Geo- 
metrically, since a -  c and /?  = 90 °, this lattice has ortho- 
rhombic symmetry,  with  the diagonals of the (010) face 
of the  pseudo-monoclinic cell forming the new a and c axes 
(Megaw, 1946). 

The individual subcrystallites of this low-temperature 
mosaic structure are inclined to one another  at  small 
angles of 25' with orientations in the orthogonal directions. 
Because of the breakdown into a mosaic structure di- 
electric measurements  can only represent average values 
in the respective crystal directions. 

At the second transit ion near - 9 0  ° C., there is a 
further change in the  axial parameters.  In  all cases 
invest igated the crystal changes to a mosaic structure at 
this temperature  with a trait cell having axes 

a - b - c = 3 . 9 9 9 A . ,  with /?--90 ° 14'. 

The structure at  this second transit ion is thus almost 
cubic with a slight distortion from true orthogonality.  

Optical observations with the polarizing microscope 
showed tha t  the  transit ion from one phase to another,  as 
the tempera ture  was lowered gradually through either of 

the transitions, occurred discontinuously. The new phase 
seemed either to creep across the crystal as a consequence 
of a series of very minute  jumps, or to appear suddenly 
over large sections of the crystal. Microscope observa- 
tions in polarized light show the low-temperature mosaic 
structure as consisting of sets of ill-defined dark lines, 
approximately parallel to the original a and b axes of the  
room-temperature  tetragonal  structure. Ext inct ion was 
poor at approximately 45 ° to these axes. In  all cases, the  
crystals re turned to their  original structure, or a similar 
one, when reheated to room temperature.  

A full account of this work will be published later. 

I wish to thank  the  British Electrical and Allied 
Industries Research Association for a grant  which has 
enabled this work to proceed, and for permission to 
publish this note. 
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Hydroxyl groups in afwillite. BY HELEN D. MEGAW, Crystallographic Laboratory, Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, 

England (Received 26 July 1949) 

The mineral  afwillite (Parry & Wright,  1925) has the  
empirical formula CaaSi~O10H 6. An invest igation of its 
structure, under taken  wi th  the particular purpose of 
finding the part  played in it by the  hydrogen,  has now 
been completed, though further work is needed to 
determine the atomic parameters  exactly. 

Exper imenta l  data  were obtained from single-crystal 
oscillation and Weissenberg photographs,  and used to 
construct Pat terson projections and Pat terson bounded 
projections. No a priori assumptions were made  about  
the  location of the  hydrogen atoms. For this reason, the  
t e rm 'oxygen a t o m '  is used to include O 9-, and  0 H -  
H~O groups; the  distinction between them follows in the 
final stages of the  determinat ion of the structure. 

The main features of the structure can be described by 
considering one formula-unit,  CaaSi~010H 6. The silicon 
atoms occur in SiO 4 groups, each sharing one edge and 
two corners with the  oxygen polyhedra surrounding 
neighbouring calcium atoms. The two silicon atoms and 
two of the  three calcium atoms are thus, l inked up in 
a densely packed belt continuous throughout  the stru~cture. 
The polyhedron surrounding the thi rd  calcium a tom 
sha~es two opposite edges with neighbouring calcium 
polyhedra of two adjacent  belts. Each silicon a tom is at  
the  centre of a fairly regular te t rahedron;  each calcium 
a tom has six close oxygen neighbours, and two others not  
quite so close. 

The novel and most  interest ing feature of th6 structure 
is the envi ronment  of some of the oxygen atoms. Of the 
four oxygens of each silicon te trahedron,  each of the two 
which do not  form part  of the shared edge has only one 
other cation neighbour, a calcium atom. The sum of the 
Pauling bond strengths is e 4 g + ~ =  1~, as compared with 
the  value 2 required by O ~- for electrical neutra l i ty ;  it 
suggests tha t  these atoms are OH-.  Further ,  the  oxygen 

a tom has the two cation neighbours on the  same side, and 
on its other side only oxygen ne ighbours - -an  arrange- 
men t  which suggests the occurrence of hydroxyl  bonds. 

The two oxygen atoms not  directly l inked to silicon 
have one near calcium neighbour, and two ra ther  more 
distant,  again in a very one-sided ar rangement  with 
oxygens adjoining on the  other side; they  also seem to be 
OH groups. Detailed consideration of the system of 
hydroxyl  bonds must  wait  till the refinement of the  
structure has been completed. 

The remaining four oxygen atoms form the shared 
edges of the silicon te t rahedra  and calcium polyhedra;  
they  also par take in shared edges between two calcium 
polyhedra in the al ternate layers. Thus they  have each 
one silicon and three calcium neighbours, te t rahedral ly  
arranged, and the sum of the bond strengths is 

4 3 x 2  ~+-~=l~; 
they  may  reasonably be identified as O ~-. 

There 'is another  a rgument  proving tha t  at  least some 
of the atoms directly l inked to silicon are OH. This 
follows inevitably from the empirical formula CaaSi2010H6, 
once the existence of the SiOa groups is established. There 
are only two oxygen atoms not  required for the Si04 
groups, and they  cannot accommodate  more than  four 
hydrogen atoms, unless, as seems very improbable, OH + 
ions should be present.  This argument  is quite independent  
of the details of the envi ronment  of the oxygen atoms 
considered in the previous paragraphs. 

This direct linkage of silicon to OH is a new observa- 
tion, which has not, to the best of the author 's  knowledge, 
been established in any published work on silicate 
structure. I t  may  very well throw light on other problems 
of hydroxyl-containing silicates. 
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N o t e  o n  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  o f  u r a n i u m .  B y  JOSEPH S. LVKES~, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory,* General Eleetrio 
Company, Schenectady, N . Y . ,  U.S .A .  

(Received 17 September 1949) 

The structure of the low-temperature,  or alpha, phase of 
urahium has been studied by  Wilson (1933) and by  Jacob 
& Warren (1937). In  both  investigations, the powder 
technique was used. Wilson reports a monoclinic cell wi th  
the following constants 

a - 2 - 8 2 9 ,  b--4.887, c=3-308A.,  /?----63 ° 26' (116 °34') .  

~acob & Warren  observed addit ional  lines and deduced 
an orthorhombic cell wi th  

a- ,2.852,  b -5 .865 ,  c - 4 . 9 4 5 A .  

The space group is D~-Cmcm.  Atoms are in the 4(c) 
position, and sat isfactory in tensi ty  agreement was found 
with  the y parameter  equal to 0.105 + 0.005. 

Because of the uncertaint ies inherent  in the interpreta- 
~io~ of pO~vder photographs of low symmetry ,  i t  was felt 
advisable to confirm the structure using single crystals. 
Rota t ion  and Weissenberg photographs are consistent 
wi th  the cell and space group of Jacob & Warren.  

* The Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory is operated by the 
General Electric Research Laboratory for the Atomic Energy 
Commission. The work reported here was carried out under 
contract No. W-31-109 Eng-52. 
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Intensit ies are in substant ial  agreement wi th  those 
calculated from the suggested structure.  No refinement of 
the parameter  is possible because of the high absorption. 
As a typical  example, calculation gives 

002 >> 006 > 004, 

whereas i t  is observed tha t  

oo6 oo2 > 004. 
The apparent  reversal is due to the fact tha t ,  for copper 
radiation, 006 is a h igh- theta  reflection and is relat ively 
unaffected by  absorption. 

I t  is of interest  to note tha t  the  cell deduced by  Wilson 
can be considered as contained in t ha t  of Jacob & Warren.  
The axial relations can be expressed as follows 

-- a . . . . .  = ao~o., b . . . . .  = Cortho., cm .... = ½(ao~o. + bo~o.). 
The monoclinie angle , /? ,  is t h a t  between the a axis and  
the a + b direction. 
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Paraliel-light devices (see, for example, Low & Waldram,  
1949) are in use in" several laboratories for obtaining 
projections of wire crystal-structure models and for 
correlating models a n d  two-dimensional Fourier syn- 
theses. A sheet of plate glass is almost as satisfactory for 
the first purpose,  and can be used for the second, though 
less conveniently.  I t s  simplicity may,  however, recom- 
mend it. Rela t ively  large and robust  models m a y  be 
used; the high cost of large parabolic reflectors restricts 
the  size of those used with  parallel-light devices. 

• The point  of projection is obtained by moving the eye 
Until the  a tom and its reflexion coincide. I t  may  be 
recorded in various ways, depending on the purpose for 
which it  is / ran ted:  (1) the point  of projection m a y  be 
marked on the glass wi th  a suitable pencil;  (2) its 
Cartesian co-ordinates may  be read off on a sheet of graph 
paper placed beneath  the glass; (3) its fractional co- 
ordinate s m a y  be read off on a scale drawing of the uni t  
Cell wi th  its edges divided into tenths  or twentieths.  The 
accuracy obtained (0.005-0.01 of the cell edge) ~s 
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sufficient for m a n y  purposes. For  the first method i t  is 
convenient to place a sheet of black paper beneath  the 
glass; the  reflexion of the model is then easily seen wi th  
ordinary lighting. For the other two methods,  and for the 
correlation of the model wi th  tr ial  Fourier syntheses 
placed beneath the glass, the model should be i l luminated 
from the slde, the lamp being shaded so tha t  the  paper  

a 

beneath the glass is not  too bright.  
We have used the method only with  single projections. 

There seems no reason, however, why  it  should not  be 
used for two or three simultaa~eously, suitable s tands 
being used to support  vertical or inclined glass sheets. 
A lamp mounted in a cocoa t in point ing roughly along 
the cell diagonal would probably suffice to i lhuninate  the 
model without  throwing too much light on the glass sheets. 
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